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EXPERIENCE

TECHNICAL SKILLS

F22 Labs, Remote — Sr. Product Developer

Ruby, Ruby on Rails 3.x -4.x,

I am leading the technology efforts to build SkyMD. SkyMD enables

Javascript, jQuery, AngularJS

dermatologists based in US to provide quality care to their patients

1.x, Ionic 1.x

anytime, anywhere virtually.

HTML, CSS, SCSS, Bootstrap,

1. Co-built API based on Ruby on Rails to serve our Angular web portal

Angular Material

and hybrid mobile applications.

MySQL, Redis, Solr,

2. Built hybrid SkyMD iOS and Android apps from scratch based on Ionic

Memcached, Elasticsearch

FEBRUARY 2015 - PRESENT

framework. We have also made this app accessible on web.

Freshdesk , Chennai — Product Developer
JULY 2014 - FEBRUARY 2015

Freshdesk is an enterprise platform for customer support on cloud.
I was a part of the Fresh Apps team where we developed a marketplace

Sinatra

Git, SVN, AWS, Heroku

FIELD SKILLS
Estimating the timeline of a
project/feature by breaking it
down into micro level tasks.

for developers to write and publish plugins, themes and server side
applications.

Phasing out the delivery of a
product/feature by breaking
it down into multiple and
manageable releases.

Fab.com, Pune — Software Engineer
JUNE 2012 - JULY 2014

Fab.com is a flash sales website based in US. I was responsible for
developing Consumer facing features primarily on Ruby on Rails.
Following highlights major projects that I undertook there.

Leading and nurturing a
development team towards a
positive attitude and best
engineering practices.

1. Navigation and Content localisation to support multiple languages
when Fab.com expanded to Europe.
2. Sub-navigation hovers for easy browse and discovery.
3. Dynamic product pages to support product grouping by sizes and

SOFTWARE IDEOLOGY
Fail faster,

materials/colours.

Shipping beats perfection,

4. Fab’s email services that involved sending campaigns, transactional

It’s simple until you make it

emails, personalized recommendation emails, localization of emails

complicated.

based on user preferences, analysing open rates and click throughs.

EXPECTS

August Infotech, Surat — PHP Developer

Love,

NOVEMBER 2011 -MAY 2012

August Infotech is a service based company. As a PHP developer, I was
responsible for adding features to a SAAS based ERP product. This
product encapsulated features such as leave management tool, salary
tool, ledger reports, sales etc.

Equality,
Trust,
Less meetings
And more Coffee :)

FIND ME ON

EDUCATION

Linkedin

Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Dubai Campus

Twitter

JULY 2007 - JULY 2011

Github

Graduate with a BE (Hons) Computer Science  CGPA 7.5

Stackoverflow
Personal Blog

---

